SELER'S REMEDIES FOR BREACH

CANCEL

2-703(f)

Salvage & Complete Goods

2-704

2-703 (a), (b)

Stop Delivery

RESELL

If resales are in good faith & commercially reasonable [2-706(3),(4)]

If resales not in good faith & are unreasonable [Comment 2 to 2-706]

SELLER RECOVERS COVER - CONTRACT PRICE DIFFERENCE

SELLER RECOVERS MARKET - CONTRACT PRICE DIFFERENCE

LOSS OF BARGAIN

2-708(1)

If court finds that goods could have been reasonably resold [Comment 3 to 2-709(2)]

SELLER RECOVERS CONTRACT PRICE

ACTION FOR THE PRICE

2-709

If, after suit is brought, some goods are resold, these proceeds are deducted 2-709(2)

Plus Incidental Damages
Less Expenses Saved (2-710)

Plus Incidental Damages
Less Expenses Saved (2-710)

Plus Incidental Damages
Less Expenses Saved (2-710)

BUYER'S REMEDIES FOR BREACH

CANCEL

2-711

COVER

2-712

LOSS OF BARGAIN

2-713

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE

2-716

Available where goods are unique, or in "other proper circumstances", often, where cover is not possible

BUYER RECOVERS COVER - CONTRACT PRICE DIFFERENCE

BUYER RECOVERS MARKET - CONTRACT PRICE DIFFERENCE

(Measured as of time buyer learned of breach)

SELLER is liable for foreseeable damages but
Buyer must minimize damages, "by cover or otherwise" (2-715, Comment 2)

SELLER is liable for foreseeable damages but
Buyer must minimize damages, "by cover or otherwise" (2-715, Comment 2)

BUYER RECOVERS UNAVOIDABLE LOSS

BUYER RECOVERS UNAVOIDABLE LOSS

Plus Incidental Damages (2-715[21])
Less Expenses Saved (2-712[21])

Plus Incidental Damages (2-715[21])
Less Expenses Saved (2-713[21])

(Replevin available if goods identified to contract, cover unavailable, and Buyer can't retrieve money paid to seller)